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SUMMARY: (U) KODAM JAYA COMMANDER MG DJADJA (SUPARAMA) DISCUSSES SECURITY PREPARATIONS FOR THE ELECTIONS, CIVILIAN MILITIA TRAINING, THE SEMANGGI INCIDENT, STUDENT GROUPS AND THE
PEMUDA PANCASILA. HE EXPRESS CONCERN ABOUT AVAILABILITY OF BLACK MARKET WEAPONS IN JAKARTA AND FRUSTRATION WITH THE CHRONICALLY INADEQUATE MILITARY BUDGET. HE STRONGLY SUPPORTS MILITARY REFORMS AND ABRI NEUTRALITY DURING THE ELECTIONS.

TEXT: 1. Visited Jakarta area (KODAM JAYA) Commander MG DjaJa ((Suparman)) on 990105 at his Cililitan Headquarters in East Jakarta. MG Suparman said the normal strength of KODAM JAYA is about 6,000 soldiers, but during the later half of 1998, he had about 22,000 troops due to the attachment of various military units from the other regional commands. Soldiers from most out of town units have been released to return home and visit their families during the Ramadhan Muslim holiday period because the situation in Jakarta has been quiet. Suparman said the KODAM JAYA strength will return to about 22,000 by the end of Ramadhan and should continue at that level through the election period.

2. MG Suparman said security forces have learned from the past year's operations in Jakarta. Tactics have been modified, units are now more familiar with the areas where trouble is likely to occur, and forces are deployed accordingly. Units are being rotated so soldiers are not posted at the same sites all the time. Suparman also said his command now has enough personnel for soldiers to be periodically relieved and do not have to be on duty continuously. According to Suparman, the deployment of security forces in Jakarta is being done at considerable cost. He pointed out that because so many soldiers have been moved to Jakarta, it has created an "imbalance" of forces in other areas where there may be trouble.

3. Suparman said the police are under-strength, poorly motivated and always have to be backed up by ABRI military units. For the past 15 years ABRI leaders have recognized the need to expand and strengthen police forces, but have lacked the funds to remedy the problem. The police organization will be officially separated from ABRI in April, but Suparman admitted this change will make little difference operationally in the streets of Jakarta.

4. MG Suparman downplayed reports of problems between army and police personnel. He said that cooperation between police and military units in Jakarta has been good. General Rules of Engagement (ROE) have been published and disseminated to security forces. These ROE differentiate between response to demonstrations, riots, looting and other criminal acts. Suparman said that Jakarta police are in charge of metro security and riot control operations. Military units are attached to the police. Only if the situation becomes critical...
WILL THE ARMY TAKE OVER OPERATIONS.
5. SUPARMAN SAID NEW CIVILIAN MILITIA RECRUITS (WHICH HE REFERRED TO AS "KAMRA," NOT "RATIH") ARE CURRENTLY BEING TRAINED BY THE INDUK (TRAINING) REGIMENT AT KODAM JAYA. MOST OF THE INSTRUCTORS ARE FROM THE POLICE - THE KODAM IS PRIMARILY PROVIDING TRAINING FACILITIES. SUPARMAN CONTENDED THE MILITIA FORCES ARE DEFINITELY NEEDED. THEY WILL BE ARMED WITH BATONS AND SHIELDS. THEY WILL BE ADEQUATELY TRAINED AND SUPERVISED TO ASSIST THE POLICE IN MAINTAINING LAW AND ORDER. HE SAID THAT AFTER THE ELECTIONS, HE EXPECTS THE MILITIA FORCES TO BE INCORPORATED AS FULL-TIME PARAMILITARY MEMBERS. KAMRA (KEAMANAN RAKYAT - PEOPLE'S SECURITY) IS AN ALREADY EXISTING PARAMILITARY ORGANIZATION THAT IS UNDER CONTROL OF THE POLICE.)
6. MG SUPARMAN SAID DURING THE 13 NOVEMBER "SEMANGGI INCIDENT" POLICE RETAINED COMMAND CONTROL OF SECURITY OPERATIONS THROUGHOUT. HE SAID HE WAS OVERHEAD IN A MILITARY HELICOPTER OBSERVING THE ACTION. BASED ON THE SCALE OF THE CONFRONTATION THAT TOOK PLACE, SUPARMAN SAID HE EXPECTED A LARGER NUMBER OF CIVILIAN CASUALTIES, AROUND 200. THE ACTUAL FIGURES, HE SAID, WERE 55 PERSONS INJURED OR KILLED BY RUBBER BULLETS AND FIVE OR SIX HIT BY LIVE 5.56MM BALL AMMUNITION.
7. SUPARMAN SAID HE WAS JUST AS SURPRISED AS EVERYONE ELSE WHEN HE FIRST HEARD THE REPORTS ABOUT USE OF LIVE AMMUNITION. SOLDIERS WERE NOT ISSUED BALL AMMUNITION AND NO COMMAND WAS ISSUED TO USE LIVE AMMUNITION. SUPARMAN SAID HE AND HIS PERSONNEL IN KODAM JAYA HAD COOPERATED FULLY WITH MILITARY POLICE INVESTIGATORS WHO HAD QUESTIONED SOLDIERS, COLLECTED SUSPECT WEAPONS AND BALLISTIC EVIDENCE. HE AGREED WITH COMMENT THAT THE INVESTIGATION IS DRAGGING ON AND IT WOULD BE BETTER FOR ABRI TO RELEASE THE RESULTS QUICKLY. SUPARMAN SAID HE DIDN'T THINK THE BALISTICS TESTS HAD PRODUCED ANY CLEAR ANSWERS YET. NOTING THAT BALISTICS TESTING TECHNIQUES IS AN AREA WHERE HE THOUGHT ABRI COULD USE SOME ASSISTANCE. SUPARMAN SAID THAT KODAM JAYA OFFICERS ON SECURITY DUTY ARE NOT ARMED WITH LIVE AMMUNITION, BUT DO CARRY TEAR GAS PISTOLS.
8. REGARDING THE PRESS REPORTS THAT MORE THAN 100 SOLDIERS HAD BEEN DISCIPLINED FOLLOWING THE SEMANGGI INCIDENT, MG SUPARMAN SAID SOLDIERS WERE IDENTIFIED AND CHARGED WITH USE OF EXCESSIVE FORCE ON THE BASIS OF VIDEO EVIDENCE OF THE INCIDENT, MOSTLY FOR DISCHARGING THEIR WEAPONS (WITH RUBBER BULLETS) WITHOUT PERMISSION AND USE OF EXCESSIVE FORCE AGAINST DEMONSTRATORS. BASED ON THE
SEVERITY OF THE VIOLATION, SOLDIERS HAD BEEN GIVEN ONE OF THREE LEVELS OF PUNISHMENT - 21 DAYS DETENTION, 10 DAYS DETENTION, OR EXTRA DUTY/CONFINEMENT TO BARRACKS. ALL OF THOSE DISCIPLINED HAVE RETURNED TO THEIR UNITS. SUPARMAN DESCRIBED MORALE IN THE COMMAND AS "TETAP" TRANSLATION "RELATIVELY GOOD").

9. MG SUPARMAN SAID THAT ALTHOUGH HE AND HIS STAFF ARE MAINTAINING OPEN DIALOGUE WITH THE VARIOUS STUDENT GROUPS, HE EXPECTS MORE TROUBLE IN THE MONTHS BEFORE THE ELECTIONS. HE SAID SOME OF THE STUDENT GROUPS HAVE ADOPTED AN AGGRESSIVE STRATEGY TO CONFRONT AND PROVOKE THE SECURITY FORCES. THEIR AIM IS TO DISCREDIT THE MILITARY AND THE GOVERNMENT. ACCORDING TO SUPARMAN, THE STUDENTS EXPECT TO TAKE CASUALTIES - WHICH WILL SERVE THEIR GOAL OF BRINGING DOWN THE GOVERNMENT.

10. SUPARMAN SAID HE HAS BEEN DELUGED BY CALLS AND VISITS FROM VARIOUS POLITICAL FIGURES, INCLUDING LTG (RET) KEMAL (IDRIS) AND GEN (RET) (RUDIN). HE EXPRESSED FRUSTRATION ABOUT SOME OF THESE POLITICIANS' ATTITUDES AND THEIR CONTENTIONS THAT STUDENT GROUPS ARE INNOCENT AND PEACEFUL. ACCORDING TO SUPARMAN, IT IS THE STUDENTS WHO HAVE BECOME OVERLY AGGRESSIVE AND ARE TRYING TO PROVOKE THE SECURITY FORCES BY THROWING ROCKS, MOLOTOV COCKTAILS AND HUMAN EXCREMENT. THE HUMAN RIGHTS COMMISSION AND MEDIA GENERALLY HAVE NOT PORTRAYED STUDENTS AS "OVERLY AGGRESSIVE." OUR CLOSE MONITORING OF STUDENT DEMONSTRATIONS ALSO WOULD NOT SUPPORT THIS CHARACTERIZATION.

11. SUPARMAN EXPRESSED CONCERNS OVER THE POSSIBILITY OF DEMONSTRATORS EMPLOYING FIREARMS. HE SAID THAT DURING THE SEMANGGI INCIDENT MILITARY INTELLIGENCE HAD RECEIVED REPORTS THAT SOME STUDENTS POSSESSED PISTOLS. HE ALSO ACKNOWLEDGED THERE IS A PROBLEM WITH SMUGGLING AND BLACK MARKETING OF FIREARMS IN JAKARTA.

HE SAID WEAPONS ARE COMING INTO JAKARTA FROM OTHER AREAS LIKE ACEH. THE EXISTENCE OF A BLACK MARKET FOR TRADE OF PISTOLS AND RIFLES IN JAKARTA CREATES THE TROUBLING POSSIBILITY SECURITY FORCES COULD FACE ARMED RIOTERS AND DEMONSTRATORS.

THE PEMUDA IN THE PAST, BUT COMMENDED THAT HE, PERSONALLY, HAD ALWAYS TRIED TO KEEP A DISTANCE FROM THEM. HE WAS CONTACTED BY PEMUDA PAN CASILA LEADERS AFTER TAKING OVER AT KODAM JAYA, BUT HAS REFUSED TO ALLOW ANY FORMAL CONTACT BETWEEN THE GROUP AND KODAM JAYA PERSONNEL. HE STATED OPENLY THAT GROUPS LIKE THE PEMUDA PAN CASILA ARE BEING USED BY CABINET MEMBERS, LIKE MINISTER OF SMALL/MEDIUM BUSINESSES AND COOPERATIVES ADI ((SASONO)), FOR POLITICAL PURPOSES - "TRYING TO UNDERMINE THE ELECTION PROCESS."

13. MG SUPARMAN EXPRESSED FRUSTRATION AT THE CHRONIC UNDERFUNDING OF THE MILITARY AND LOW MILITARY SALARIES. HE SAID THAT AS A MAJOR GENERAL HE EARNED ONLY RUPIAH 1,200,000 (ABOUT USD 160) PER MONTH, COMMENTING THAT SOLDIERS ARE FORCED TO BECOME CRIMINALS (PREMAN) BECAUSE THEY ARE NOT PAID ENOUGH MONEY TO LIVE ON: THE SAME APPLIES TO GOVERNMENT CIVIL SERVANTS. HE SAID THAT ADEQUATE MILITARY FUNDING IS THE FIRST STEP TO RESTORING THE PROFESSIONALISM OF ABRI. HE EXPRESSED CONTEMPT FOR FINANCE MINISTER ((GINA NDJAR)) KARTASASMITA AND QUESTIONED PRESIDENT HABIBIE'S LEADERSHIP ON THE ISSUE OF THE DEFENSE BUDGET.

REGARDING ABRI BUSINESSES, SUPARMAN SAID THEIR PRIMARY PURPOSE IS TO PROVIDE EMPLOYMENT FOR RETIRED ABRI OFFICERS. HE SAID THE YAYASANS (INSTITUTES) ARE DIFFERENT. KODAM JAYA OPERATES AT LEAST ONE YAYASAN TO OBTAIN NECESSARY FUNDS FOR DAILY OPERATIONS AND TRAINING, SINCE THE GOVERNMENT DOESN'T PROVIDE ENOUGH FUNDS.

14. MG SUPARMAN ENTHUSIASTICALLY SUPPORTED MILITARY REFORMS AND ABRI NEUTRALITY DURING THE ELECTIONS. HE INFORMED THAT TWO YEARS AGO HE HAD BEEN CHIEF OF STAFF KODAM II SRIWIJAYA UNDER THEN MG BAM BANG ((YUDHOYONO)). AT THAT TIME, HE HELPED YUDHOYONO DRAFT THE PLAN FOR REFORM OF ABRI'S DUAL FUNCTION POLICY. REGARDING GEN WIRANTO'S PLAN TO REQUIRE ALL OFFICERS IN POLITICAL (KEKARYAN) POSITIONS TO RETIRE, HE SAID THIS IS ALREADY HAPPENING. MILITARY GOVERNORS AND BUPATIS ARE BEING FORCED TO TAKE OFF THEIR UNIFORMS AND RETIRE. ALL OF THE "KEKARYAN" POSITIONS WILL BE GRADUALLY PHASED OUT. AS IS THE CASE WITH OTHER SENIOR ABRI OFFICERS, SUPARMAN DIFFERENTIATED BETWEEN THE POLITICAL "KEKARYAN" POSITIONS AND THE DUAL FUNCTION NATIONAL DEVELOPMENT MISSION IN THE COUNTRYSIDE AND VILLAGES - WHICH WILL BE RETAINED.

COMMENTS: MG SUPARMAN SPOKE OPENLY AND FRANKLY. HE APPEARED SINCERE AND PROVIDED DIRECT RESPONSE TO EVERY QUESTION ASKED SUPARMAN SPEAKS AND UNDERSTANDS
ENGLISH REASONABLY WELL, ALTHOUGH HE HAD A TRANSLATOR PRESENT AND
MOST OF THE CONVERSATION WAS IN INDONESIAN. AT SEVERAL POINTS DURING THE CONVERSATION REQUESTED CLARIFICATION FROM THE TRANSLATOR, TO MAKE SURE HE UNDERSTOOD THE GENERAL’S MEANING.
2. (C) IT IS CLEAR MG SUPARMAN UNDERSTANDS THE DIFFICULTY OF HIS MISSION TO MAINTAIN SECURITY IN THE CAPITAL DURING THE ELECT ION YEAR. HE APPEARS STEADFAST IN HIS RESOLVE TO MAINTAIN LAW AND ORDER DURING THE UNCERTAIN MONTHS AHEAD. SUPARMAN SERVED AS ASSISTANT FOR TERRITORIAL OPERATIONS UNDER GEN WIRANTO IN 1995 WHEN
WIRANTO WAS THE KODAM JAYA COMMANDER. AS MENTIONED, HE SUBSEQUENTLY BECAME LTG YUDHOYONO’S CHIEF OF STAFF IN KODAM II. Thus, IT APPEARS HE IS WELL-CONNECTED AND LIKELY TRUSTED BY BOTH WIRANTO AND YUDHOYONO. SUPARMAN COMMANDED A BATTALION IN
KODAM V, WAS COMMANDER OF KOSTRAD 13TH INFANTRY BRIGADE, AND, SERVED BRIEFLY AS THE KODAM V COMMANDER BEFORE BEING BROUGHT TO
JAKARTA TO REPLACE MG ((SJAFRIE)) SJAMSOEDDIN AFTER THE MAY 1998 RIOTS. ONE OF HIS STAFF OFFICERS TOLD SUPARMAN HAD ALSO SERVED WITH
UNITED NATIONS FORCES IN BOSNIA, APPARENTLY HIS ONLY OVERSEAS DUTY. ASIDE FROM THAT, AND THE ONE YEAR STINT AS CHIEF OF STAFF FOR KODAM II IN SOUTH SUMATRA, HE HAS SPENT HIS ENTIRE CAREER ON THE ISLAND OF JAVA.
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